Horizon 2020 webinar

“Avoiding errors in declaring personnel costs in Horizon 2020 grants”

Wednesday, 15 June 2021 ● 10:00-12:00 ● Online event

Draft agenda

10:00-10:05  Opening
Peter Härtwich, Head of Unit, Common Implementation Centre, European Commission

10:05-10:25  The rules for declaring personnel costs
Common Implementation Centre, European Commission

10:25-10:45  Most common errors and how to avoid them
Common Implementation Centre, European Commission

10:45-12:00  Questions & Answers
Peter Härtwich, Head of Unit, Common Implementation Centre, European Commission

How to register? No need to register, the webinar will be broadcast live via the Funding & Tenders Portal.

How to participate? Sli.do® will be used for your interactions during the webinar. Use the #COSTS2020 tag to enter.